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. 64. The Chairman : Now, this is the thing that ?has interested me, Mr. Turner. As long as the Collector was the ex-officio chairman of a district board, the arrangement was one which secured that the Chairman of the District Board would be linked up with the Commissioner, and the Commissioner in his turn would be linked up to the head of the department at Bombay ; so that while you had a local administration going on with the local board, at the same time there was a real connection with the centre which enabled the centre, in case of need, effectively to control the local body ?—Yes.
 66.	*     *     *     Do you consider, or do you not con
sider, that the removal of the ex-officio chairman and
the substitution of an elected chairman has any bear
ing on the exercise of the supervising control by the
central  department   over  the  local  body ?    What
do  you  think  about  that ?—Well,   sir,   on -paper,
according to the Acts of 1923 and 1925, the control
sections are practically the same as they were prior
to the reforms; but in practice there is, to my mind,
no doubt that the control has become less strong,
less "efficient, than it was before the reforms.    It is a
little difficult to say why, and to give reasons.    It
is partly, I think, because district officers have had
it rather rubbed into them that they should  not
interfere more than they can possibly help in local
board   affairs.    The   result   is   that   these   control
sections   in   the   Acts   are   what   we   might   call
" bludgeonJ>   sections.    That is  the  word  we  use
out here.    It means they are sections givings powers
to smash the boards, not to guide them ;   and there
is  an  absence,   I  think,  of  guidance  which  these
boards very much need.
 67.	Control from the centre does not necessarily
mean using a  bludgeon;    it may mean using  an
inspector.—Under the Acts we have not got any
inspectors working directly under the Ministry.
 68.	Of course, this line of inquiry, it will be clearly
understood,   is   not   directly   connected   with   the
question of dyarchy ;. the question really is whether
there is, at present, a sufficiently strong connection
between the departmental chief,  whoever he may
be, and the local body.    I think you say that on
paper there is ; but you doubt whether it acts really
as effectively as it did under the old system ?—Yes,
in practice that is so.

 69.	Is there a system of audit conducted by the
officers of the Ministry ?—No.    There is an audit
conducted by what is called the Local Government
Audit Department under the Accountant-General.
 70.	I do not mind what it is called.    What I am
interested in is what sort of a body it is.    Is it an
audit conducted as it were from head-quarters or
through officers who come from head-quarters, or
is it conducted by a servant of the local bodies ?—
It is done from head-quarters, entirely independently
of the local body.
 71.	I do not want to go into the education side
of it,     *      *      *      there is a committee which is
dealing with that.    But, to take a single illustration,
in [some countries education, which is in the fullest
Aense in'the hands of popularly-elected local bodies,
none the less is controlled in case of need by the
central educational board through a very effective
system of inspectors.    I am not clear how fax that
organisation   obtains   in   this   Presidency ?—There
again under the Primary Education Act of 1923 the
control of primary education has been transferred
•to bodies called local authorities who were estab
lished under that Act.   Those bodies have under
them their own supervisors and their own inspec
torate in each district.    Government retain a much
smaller cadre of inspectors than they had formerly
to inspect the work of these local authority inspectors
72, I will not go further into this, because we shall 8nd ourselves breaking ground in regard to education wmch it would be a pity to do now because we , shall have to dp it later. I wanted to know whether .there was a similar and analogous system in con-
 nection with local government bodies ?—There is not. We have not any inspectors under the Ministry—no inspectors of local self-government bodies under the Ministry.
73.	That is what I meant.    When you said the
method was the bludgeon, I said there might be the
method of inspectors,  as in England, where there
is the Local Government Board inspector, who o,ti
occasion goes  down  to  hold  an  inquiry.    In  that
way we try to keep for the Ministry in case of need
a control over the local bodies.    You see that ?—
Yes.    As I said, the district officers have the power
of inspection.    They, are not inspectors of local self-
governing bodies,  but they have the power of in
specting the offices of the local self-governing bodies
in their district.
 74.	I "see.    Lord Burnham points out to me, and
it may be useful to my colleagues to be reminded,,
that on page 137* there is an account of this local
board audit, and, as I follow it, it is really the Collector
to whom the accounts of local boards are submitted,
in a prescribed form.    Is not that right ?—Yes, they
submit a copy of the budget to the Collector.
 75.	" Local boards are required to prepare budget
" estimates every year "—it is not so much accounts
as budget estimates—" and to submit a copy of the
" budget as  approved by  them  to  the Collector."
Does it really come to this, that under the system
in this Presidency a local board with its own elected
chairman carries on its own work without the Col
lector being a member, but the budget estimates are
submitted to the Collector ?—Yes.
 76.	Is that with the idea that the Collector in case
of need may criticise them or report to head-quarters ?
—Yes,   he  has  that  power.     There  is   nothing   to
prevent him doing so, but it is very rarely done.
 77.	I think you said just now you thought of recent
years there was  rather a strong- indication given to
Collectors that they ought not to interfere or criticise
except in very extreme cases ?—That is so.
 78.	You   might  for   this   purpose   turn   back   to
page 59,* and I will put a question.    I will read out
a passage from the middle of page 59 : " During the
" past three or four years the growth of Brahmin and
" non-Brahmin strife in the Deccan and Karnatak
" districts    and    of    Hindu-Muhammadan    tension
" throughout the Presidency has had a serious effect
"on the administration of local self-governing bodies
" in this Presidency."    It is true this passage occurs
in a discussion about education, but you refer back
to it when talking about local government.    Is it
your view that that sentence would be true if you
thought about the local self-governing institutions ?
—Quite true.
 79.	I see that the view here expressed is this.
It goes on to say that this unhappy tension (which
I am sure everybody deplores ;   about that at least
we shall all agree) is causing a loss in efficiency ?—
There is not the least doubt of that.

 80.	What  are  your  reasons  for  saying  that ?—
Take a board having a non-Brahmin majority.    This
has happened in the case of two boards recently.
They have steadily put in men more because they
were non-Brahmins than because they were qualified
for their posts.   The result is obvious.
 81.	That is to say, you think it has.resulted in
appointing people not because of their qualifications
but because of their particular racial or religious
connection ?—I am afraid so.'
 82.	I suppose the local authority which imposes
its local taxes, cess and so on has also the responsi
bility of collecting them ?—That is so.
 83.	Do you regard the extent to which the taxes
are collected as satisfactory ?—No.    There has been
a steady deterioration since 1916.
 84.	In local self-governing bodies ?—Yes.
 85.	What is the reason for it ?—I must add that
the deterioration has been very much more marked
in municipalities than in local boards, because the
local board revenue is almost entirely the local fund
cess; i.e. one or two annas in the rupee or. land
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